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AB TRACT 

The aim of this study ,,·as to determines '' hether there is any systematic 

relationship bel\\een the timing of earnings announcement (whether late or 

early) and the kind of earnings news (good or bad) and 1\.uther to evaluate 

the effects of reporting lag on stock returns or companies listed in the 

Nairobi Stock Exchange (1\SE). 

The study CO\·ered five years from 1997 to 200 I. Secondary data obtained 

from the NSE secretariat \\aS used in the research. The previous year's 

earnings and moving average model ''ere used to estimate earnings and the 

earnings announcement dates every year. This was compared with the actual 

earnings and announcement dates every year to classify the companies as 

late reporting or early reporting and as reporting good news or bad news. 

Chi square test was used to test if there is a significant relationship between 

earnings and the kind of news reported. To test if a lag in reporting have a 

negative effect on the stock returns. the market model was used to estimate 

the expected stock returns during the period smrounding the earnings 

announcement dates. The cumulati\ c residual returns of late reporting and 

early reporting firms\\ ere compared using F test and ~ lan Whitney U test. 

The results of the study shows that in Kenya, contrary to the findings of 

other researches done in other capitul markets, there i5 no systematic 

relationship between rcpotting time and the eamings ne\\S and a delay in 

reporting does not have any signi licant effect on the stock returns of 

companies quoted. 



CHAPTER O~E. 

1.0 INTROD CTIOI\ A:\D BACKGROC~D. 

Jnvc~tors as:;ign great importance to the aru,rregate market value of the equity of a firm. 

The market value depends heavily on pc.:r unit price of the shares. Consequently investor:> 

and other capital market participants pay much attention to the share pnces. The prices 

of shares in a capital market depend on the availabili ty of information (about the 

company} among other factors. In enicient capital markets the prices of securities adjust 

rapidly to the entry of new information in the market. Thus security prices reflect fully 

a lithe available information about the securities traded. 

Information on various companies can be obtained from various sources ltke the more 

prompt media. However, the most common, detailed and reliable information is usually 

contained in the annual rcpons and accounts of a company. The reports and accounts are 

prepared following a prescribed format as part of legal requirement, verified by an 

independent auditor and circulated to all the shareholders of the company. The 

information IS also made available to the others through the press and capital markets. 

For information to bear any impact in decision making it must be obtained on time. 

Timeliness is therefore regarded as a bas1c qualitative characteristic of good information. 

The annual reports and accounts give a summary of the activities of a company and the 

earnings from the acti\'ities undertaken during a year. In countries where quarterly 

reports are a must rather than an exception the annual reports are merely aggregation of 



the quarterly reports published during the )Car. lienee the rcpo1ts Ju not contain much 

m·\ ~ ~c: nc; of i'!\ content has hcen rccm cd bv he qum1crlv rc orts I lo\\cvcr in the 

emerging mmk.cts \\hc1c qu;utcll) n:ptuls ;uc c\rcpt1u11 lilllll·l than a ruk o11ly a li.:w 

companies publish them. Where this happens investors rei) on the annual repo1ts as tlu.: 

major source of infomtation. 

1.2 l>to:l•INIIION OJ• 11 1\ l t<: I.I NI• ~~ 

Investors and other participants in the capital market cxpc.:ct puhlll !united companies to 

announce their earnings immcdiald) alil·r their linancial )Car end~ . Pwfess10nal and 

regulatory bodies also put an upper limit llll the period t;1k~.:n to rdcasc the C<lll111lgs 

report. In Kenya fur c.\amplc companies an: supposed to tcplllt tlm:c months aflc1 the 

end of each acwunting peri tid. I lo\\ ~o:\ e1. 'at iuus wmpanic~ tak.e JJI'Icrcnt tunes to 

report their earnings" ith some taking longer pcnods 

The timeliness of camings announcement can be defined 111 n:gard tn tlm.:c perspectl\·cs 

in reporting that is t[) the 1.!\pccted d;tte ul1t.:po1ting. (2) the lt.:plllling. Jda) ami (3) tlu: 

frequency of reporting. 

Expected date uf rcpurtinJ! 

ln\'cstors can use a series of past iiiiiiOIIIIL'Cmcms to li.n~:L'asl a n.:porting datt.: 111 a year. 

The earnings announcement is the•di.11c con'>idered ~.:mly il' made before th~.: ~.:stimntcd 

date and late if made al.ter the c'timat~.:d date. I hi' j, thl· method etlllllllllnl~ adopted in 

studies e\lHnining. the relationship h~.:l\\l'l"ll ,l'l"lllllll'' p11l'I..'S .~..·arti11n to inliumatinn 



rclcn~c ami the timeliness nf the rck·asc. I his lkliuitiun ur tintclincss ''ill he adupteJ in 

the current study. 

HepnrtinJ! Uci••Y 

1 imclincss can also be con idcrcd as the dumtion bct\\ccn the balance :>hcct date :111J the 

date of releasing publicly the annual reports and accounts. A report is considered timely 

if relea"ed immediately after the balance sheet date. Ondigo ( 1995) found out that in 

·en) n qun cd co 1p:u i c; took 1Ct\\ecn 1\\0 to nine mont he; to rclcn ·c their annual 

reports. In most countries the government and or the regulatory bodies specify the time 

interval within which public limited companies must announce their reports ami accounts. 

O)er and t-.tc llugh (1 1J75) Courtis (1976) and Ashton. Willingham and Elliot (1987) 

re\'caled that the main reporting i•ucn·:ll of quoted companies in Australia. New Zealand 

nnd l iSA \\CIC II X. 12M and (,2 da)S ll'Spccthcly. 

Frcqucncl of reporting 

l'imclincss in reporting can also be taken as the number or tinH.:s (how ficqucnt) a 

company makes public its reports and accounts. In Ken~ a most companies announce their 

reports and act:ounts once in a year. lntc.:rim reports and accounts arc only common 

among banks as a fulfillment of the requirement of banking act cap 14. ·r he Nairobi Stock 

Exchange also requires all listed companies to prepare and publish their interim results 

but the rule is ne\cr applied stricti~. In the developcJ mmkets e.g. Europe and USA, 

interim results an.: rn:mdalor) . I he Security Exchange CommittL-c I Sl (')of l 'SA and the 
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New York St<Xk Exchange ( ·y ·r) requires all member companies to file quarterly 

reports. 

The annual report~ o;;hould be released as soon as possible to the public. This according to 

Kross ( 1982) prc\cnts earnings information from leaking to a few selected individuals or 

groups before public announcement. Fama and Laffer (1971) argued that a reporting 

delay might be prompted by concern of management for its shareholders. The 

management may try to delay the rclca!iic of annual reports if the report is percei\'ed to be 

unfavorable. This suggests that firms with high profitability (good news) have a tendency 

of reporting early than firms with low or negative profits (bad news). This has been 

confirmed by researches that have been done in various capital markets e.g. NYSE. In 

Kenya Lishenga ( 1989) also confirmed the hypothesis. lie gave the following reasons as 

possible cause of delays by poorly performing firms. 

1. The de ire of managers to delay the effects of reactions by the shareholders to 

the firm and its shares prices. 

ii. The wish to continue and complete current negotiations and contracts in the 

best possible Hght. 

111. The time consuming negotiations between auditors and management in an 

attempt to improve the results. 

Delay in reporting is therefore news b~ Itself. The delay can be interpreted by investors as 

a "silent signal" by the management to the shareholders to quickly dispose of their shares 

(at favorable prices) before the shan! prices fall down due to announcement of negative 
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re~uJts (bad news) and repurchase them later at lower prices making abnorn1al returns. 

This reaction due to delay may have a general effect on the stock returns during the 

period preceding the earnings announcement date. 

Morse ( 1978) reported that the trading prior to a public announcement date might occur 

because of differences in belief about the probability of the different s ignals being 

emitted by the public announcement. These differences in belief may be caused by 

as)1Tlllletric distribution of the information before the public announcement. Price 

changes prior to the public announcement may therefore indicate that the signal or some 

clue about the announcement has been received by a subset of the investors. 

Davis ( 1968), in his study of the adjustments of the stock prices of automobile companies 

to the announcement of I 0 days sales concluded that the adjustment tended to be 

concentrated in two days prior to the date of announcement indicating that the effect of 

earnings announcement starts before the announcement date. 

'ot all delays are however intentional. There are some instances where the delay is 

caused by impediments in the flow of information within the organizations. The top 

management may be forced to report late because they are faced with delays by their own 

divisional managers. However, this can be attributed to poor performance, which can also 

result to poor profits. Hence the conclusion is still the same: Bad news is released later 

than good news (Kross 1981 ). 
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1.3 TOCK RETLR' 

When investors buy shares they forgo the possibility of consuming a portion of their 

current wealth on expectation that the return on the shares will be sufficient to make the 

\cnture worth\\.hile. The decision to imcst therefore involves assessing the attractiveness 

of alternative imestment possibilitie by calculating and comparing their potential risks 

and returns. 

The traditional investment analysis \\hen applied to securities emphasizes the projection 

of prices and div1dends. The return on a share comprises of a capital gain resulting from 

changes in share prices and the dividend received by the shareholder. Pettit ( 1988) 

defines stock returns as the benefits to an investor in a common unit of measure over the 

life of holding period of the security. 

Penman ( 1987) cited that earnings information may cause stock returns seasonality. He 

also stated that unfavorable earning:, information is released late normally after trading 

closes on Friday. If investors become aware of this deliberate reporting delay by bad 

news firms, there will be rapid adjustments in stock prices during the period between the 

expected date of reporting and the actual announcement date. In efficient markets, the 

stock returns will be depressed during this period as the ne\\S of delay hits the market. 

The responsiveness of the emerging markets is rather slow. 
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1.4 T:\ TEMEYf OF THE PROBLEM 

lm cstors need accounting information in order to anai}?C the performance of a company. 

The information is used to adjust their c\pectations (forecast). In efficient capital markets 

inv~tors respond promptly and cOiciently to published data. The first two forms of 

cOictency that is the weak form and the semi strong form. is also concerned with the 

cllicicncy of the market in using information. Thus a delay in releasing the information 

increases the uncertainty associated with investors' decisions. Some investors may even 

po-tpone their transactions to wait for the earnings announcement. 

The timing of earnings announcement per se can convey important information to 

investors. Specifically if managers announce good earnings news early and delay 

earnings report that contain bad news then the testable implication for security returns 

are-: 

1. Finns that do not announce early signals lack of good news and thus earn 

negative average abnormal returns around their expected announcement dates. 

11. Finns that announce early si&rnals good news and thus earn positive average 

abnormal returns at the time of their announcements. 

Numerous researches have already been done to test the hypothesis that bad earnings 

news is dela}ed and the effect of the delay on stock returns. The results confirm the 

theory. However this hypothesis ha. not been tested and documented in the Kenyan 

capital market. The findings could be different given that various capital markets have 

some unique characteristics and their participants also differ. Ondigo (1995) found that in 
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a sample of 18 blue chip companie:,, the reporting time was between two to mne months 

with most companies reporting after the third month from the balance sheet date. 1 his 

n.}>Orting lag could be worse if all the quoted companies were to be considered. It is 

therefore important to investigate the factors necessitating the delay and if the delay bears 

any negative effect on stock returns during the announcement period. 

The current research seeks to investigate if this delay could be attributed to the kind of 

news reported by a company hence perceived as a deliberate act by managers to delay 

bad news from reaching the public. The research will further seek to analyze the effects 

of the reporting lag on the share prices during the period preceding the earnings 

announcement date. 

1.5 OBJECTIVES OF THE STLOY 

The research intends to determine if:-

1. Poor performance (bad ne\\S) as measured by profits is announced later than good 

performance (good news). 

11. The market reacts negatively to the late announcement of earnings. 

Hypotbe is one: 

fin: Firms with bad earnings news do not report later than firms with good earnings 

news. 

H1: Firms with bad earnings news report later than firms with good earnings news. 
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ll)pothesis rno. 

llo: I ate reponing firms do not have lower abnormal returns than early reponing firms 

in the penod surrounding earnings announcement date irrespective of the type of 

news. 

111: Late reportmg linns have lower abnormal returns in the period surrounding 

earnings announcement date irrespective of the kind of news announced. 

1.6 IMPORTA~EC OF THE STUDY 

i. To corporate managers 

The fundamental objective of financ1al management decisiOn is the maximization of 

shareholders wealth. This simply refers to the maximization of the market value of a 

company's shares. The capital market if efficient values securities fairly. Since 

movement in share pnces in the capital market is associated with information flow, 

managers should refrain from practices that may send negative signal about the company. 

If the current research finds any association between delay in reporting and the kind of 

eammgs news then the research will act as a warning to the managers to avoid 

unnecessary delay in reporting so as to maintain high share prices. 
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ii. To io"·e tors 

Most investors in the capital market intends to beat the market by buying undervalued 

ccurities and selling them later ''hen the market has correctly priced them or selling over 

valued securities and buying them later \\hen the price is down hence making abnormal 

profits. This can only happen if the investors move fast to act on signals sent by the 

corporations and not received by other market participants. The current research will 

provide evidence on \ .. ·hether a reporting delay can be interpreted as bad earnings news, 

\\hich is yet to be publicly announced. 

iii. To Stock brokers. 

The research will investtgate and document the behavior of capital markets market to 

delay in earnings announcements. This will enable stockbrokers to predict movements 

in shares during the period preceding earnings announcement date hence make high 

returns or avoid heavy losses. It will also pro\ide evidence on whether brokers can make 

high returns by short selling of shares of companies that delay in reporting. 

iv. Regulatory authorities. 

The regulatory authorities are concerned with ensuring that investors and the general 

public are provided wi th timely information about public limited companies. The current 

research intends to establish if less profitable companies delay the earnings 

announcement hence need for more stringent rules regarding reporting time. 
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"·The academicians 

Academicians and researchers will also use the research as an addition to their wealth of 

knowledge and a foundation for further research in the area of study. 

11 



CHAPTER T\\'0 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW. 

2.1 TOCK PRICES BEHA VlOl.R 

Investors generally attempt to beat the market by identifying undervalued shares and 

buying them before their prices rise. S•milarly they also look for overvalued shares in 

order to sell them before their prices fall. This implies that an investor's judgment of the 

true worth of the shares may be different with the stock market judgment as seen in the 

current price of the shares. 

There are three schools of thought with divergent views on security value and the 

behavior of security prices according to Fisher and Jordan ( 1979). These are ( I) 

Fundamental analysis (2) Technical anal)sis and (3) Random walk theory. 

Fundamental analysis 

The fundamental analysts argue that stock price is a function of the expected earnings and 

capitalization rates corresponding to future time periods. Hence, in order to get the price 

of a share we need to discount the income streams from the security. Price changes occur 

due to changes m e"<pcctation and one major cause of change in expectation is arrival of 

new mforrnation. 
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To the fundamental anal)!)t, earnings. di\'idends. asset values and the {credibility oO 

management are the bas1c variables used in determining the underlying value of a 

security. The theoretical {intrinsic) value of the share 1s compared with the current 

market price of the share and if the shares are worth more than the current market prices 

the shares are bought if not they are sold. 

Technical ana lysis 

Technical analysts examines past share pnce movement with an intention of discovering 

particular patterns of share price movements, which appear to recur. Once patterns have 

been identified, the current share pnce movements are observed to detennine if 

established patterns can be cited. This enables them to predict future share prices where a 

pattern has been cited. 

Technical walysis is based on the assumption that the underlying value of stock is 

dependent on the supply and demand hence have little relationship with earnings and 

dividends as argued by a fundamentalist. The demand and supply of shares are caused by 

rational and irrational factors e.g. infonnation, moods, opinions and guesses. When these 

factors intermix, the result is a price movement that follows a pattern that persists for 

appreciable length of time. 

Little empirical work has been conducted on the area of the technical analysis (Fisher & 

Jordan, 1979) and the results of the tc ·ts that have been done so far are inconsistent and 
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incondus1ve. However most of the tests have yielded results that are not reassuring to the 

technical analyst. 

Random Walk TbeoQ 

The random walk theory argues that the share price movements are independent of one 

another and unrelated. This happens m an efficient market \\here the current prices of 

securities represent unbiased estimate of their intrinsic values. The random walk theory 

holds that the prices move in a random manner hence it is not possible to predict future 

prices. T he price movement, whether up or down, occurs as a result of new information 

and since investors cannot pred1ct the kmd of new information (whether good or bad), it 

is not possible to predict future price movement. 

The random walk theory clearly conflicts with the technical analysis. The theory says 

that pre~ ious price changes or changes m return are useless in predicting future pnces. 

This implies that the work of a technical analysis is useless. The random walk is closely 

related to the efficient market hypothesis. According to Fisher and Jordan (1979), the 

random walk theory is a special case of a more general efficient market hypothesis. 

2.2 THE EFFICIE~T MARKETS HYPOTHESIS (E~IH) 

The theory of market efficiency and stock pnces behavior is mseparable. Lumby (1994) 

defines an efficient market as a market where prices of company's shares (or other 

financial securities) rapidly and correctly reflect all relevant mformation as it becomes 
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available. No undervalued or overvalued securities exist in such a market hence the share 

prices can be relied upon to correct!}' reflect the true economic worth of the shares. 

Jensen ( 1 978) points out that a market is effictent with respect to information if it is 

impossible to make economic profits by trading on the basis of that information. 

The assumptions underlying the efficient capital market are given by Retlly and Brown 

(2000) as:-

1. A large number of competing profit maximizing parttcipants to analyle 

and value securities, each independently ofthe others. 

11. New information regarding securities comes to the market in a random 

fashion i.e. the timing of announcement is generally independent of others. 

111. Competing investors attempt to adjust security prices rapidly to reflect the 

effect of new information. 

The three forms of market efficiency are (l) Weak form of efficiency, (2) Semi strong 

form of efficiency and (3) Strong form of efficiency. 

Weak form of EMH 

ln this form of efficiency. current stock prices reflects all the past information available 

including the historical sequence of price, rates of return, trading volume and market 

generated information. This implies that the future share prices cannot be forecasted 

using past rates of return and other market data. 

15 



Semi strong forms of EMH 

The semi strong form of EMI I argues that the current price!) of stock reflect all the 

information content of historical prices and the publicly available information about the 

corporations. This implies that information is quickly impounded in the share prices as 

they become available. Thus investors who base their decisions on new information 

cannot make above average profit afier the information is made public. The semi strong 

form ofEMH encompasses the weak form. 

Strong form of EMH 

This form of efficiency holds that successive prices changes and hence changes in stock 

returns are independent and are identically distributed. The prices fully reflect all the 

available information both from the public and private sources. No group of participants 

has monopolistic access to the relevant information hence no one makes above average 

profits. The hypothesis ackno\-. Jedges the existence of some market imperfections e.g. 

transaction costs and information costs, but asserts that this cannot exist to a degree that it 

can allow participants to make more than expected profits. 
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2.3 EMPIRICAL TESTS OF EMH 

The theory of market efficiency has been subject to more empirical tc~ting than any other 

area in corporate finance - Lumby ( 1994 ). However not all results gave consistent 

messages. 

As far as weak efficiency is concerned, studies have consistently shown that prices tend 

to follow a random walk. Studies carried out by Granger and Momgestan (1963), 

Kendall (1953) and Alexander {1961) ga\'e consistent results and confirmed that share 

price movements are independent and foiJow a random walk. Different researches by 

Fama (1965) and Fama and Blume (1966) focusing on trading rules designed to exploit 

possible systematic patterns in share pnce movements found out that abnormal returns 

could be earned using certain "fi Iter techniques" but this abnormal return completely 

disappears if the cost of transaction is taken into consideration. 

[n Kenya Kiweu ( 1991) found out that it was not easy to develop a model that could be 

used to predict the share prices of companies quoted at NSE. ll1is is because the 

movement in prices \ .. as independent and random supporting weak form of market 

efficiency. 

Tests on the semi strong form of market efficiency have not given consistent results 

supporting semi strong form of the efticicncy. However most tests have yielded posJti\e 

results. Fama, Fisher, Jensen and Roll, (in Lumby 1994) examined the abnormal returns 

of shares where bonus or stock split \ .. as made. They found out that thirty months prior 
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to the bonus issue announcement, there were a strong positi\'e abnormal returns and no 

movement on shares returns after the announcement, supporting the semi strong form. 

Ball and Brown ( 1 963), Foster ( 1977) and Fama ( 1965) also carried out researches that 

supported the semi strong efficiency. In Kenya . a test done by Parkinson ( 1 987) did not 

support the semi strong efficiency form. A more recent test \\as done by Ondigo ( 1995) 

and the result was inconclusive. 

Tests into the strong form of market efficiency has been hampered by the fact that 

knowledge of inside information is required in order to test whether the information has 

affected share prices. It is not surprising that the researchers have experienced difficulty 

in getting such information to use in their tests. 1 o overcome this, institutional 

investment managers who are believed to have some access to a company's private 

information (since they hold discussions with top executi\'eS of major companies) have 

been used in testing this level of efficiency. Jensen ( 1960) looked at the performance of 

115 unit trusts. He found no evidence of significant abnormal profits. This implies that a 

market is efficient in the strong form. The fact that cases of insider trading have been 

reported even in the developed capital markets may suggest it is only valid theoretically. 

In the context of capital market efficiency, information that is conveyed by a reporting 

delay should be impounded rapidly in the share prices. If a reporting delay signals the 

coming of bad news then the market should react to it by decreasing the share prices of 

those firms that report late (Kross, 1982). Ondigo ( 1995) contends that there is no 

evidence to conclude that the Kenyan capital market is in the semi strong efficiency form. 
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2.4 PRIOR RESEARCHES ON T IME LAG 

Timeliness in reporting is an area that has attracted many researchers both locally and 

foreign, possibly because of the importance mvestors attach to the reports. Beaver (1968) 

contends that investors might even postpone their purchases and sales of their securities 

until the earnings report is released. 

A research done by Beaver ( 1968) studied the relationship between interim and annual 

earnings announcement and the stock market behavior. His argument was that there 

should be increased security return viabthty associated with release of financial statement 

if at all the statements have any informational content. 

The researcher sampled 143 companies and observed the stock market behavior for the 

period 1961-1965. lie used trading volume activity (TVA) and the market model to test 

the informational content of interim and annual reports, the tests revealed a drastic 

increase in trading volume and a high variability in stock returns in the 17 weeks 

surrounding the announcement date. I lis conclusion was that the earnings reports have 

informationaJ content. 

Ball and Brown ( 1968) examined the behavior of stock return within 12 months up to 

earnings armouncement date for 8 years between 1957 and 1965. They intended to 

determine the timeliness and information content of accountmg numbers. They selected a 

sample of 261 companies from NYSE and classified them into two groups for each year 

of study i.e. companies whose eammgs increased and companies whose earnings 
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decreased. Ball and Brown noted that the stock returns of firms whose earnings decreased 

had a negative abnormal return of 11.3% \\ hile the firms ,, hose earnings increased had a 

positive abnormal return of 5.6°1!. They concluded that the year's income numbers 

captures 50% or more of the information about firms available during a year. 

An investigation on the timing of the firm's press releases was also done by Pastena and 

Ronen ( 1979). Using a sample of the Standards and Poors 425 industrial index the study 

confirmed the hypothesis that managers of firms experiencing poor performance act as if 

they intend to delay negative information from reaching the public. 

The hypothesis that poorly performing fmns release their reports later than firms 

performing well was tested by Kross in 1982.The researcher used a sample of 200 firms 

listed on the New York stock exchange (NYSE). The sample firms were classified on 

the basis of their earnings news i.e. \\hether bad or good and as late reporting or early 

reporting. The study revealed that late earnings announcements have a high probability of 

containing bad news than do early announcements. Also investigated was the effect of 

late reporting on the firms' stock returns during the period surrounding the earnings 

announcement dates. The researcher compared the abnormal returns of firms reporting 

late with the abnormal returns of firms reporting early. This revealed that the shares of 

late reporting firms earn lower residual returns than early reporting firms during the days 

surrounding the earnings announcement date. 
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Chambers and Penman (1984) classilied companies into t\\o: - 'I hose n:pmting promptly 

alier the ycar-cmJ anJ those that arc less pwmpl in repwling. 'I he 1csean.:h defined 

timeliness as the diiTcrcncc bch\ccn e-.:pcctcd 1cpmting date and the actu.tl reporting 

Jate. I hey then comparcJ the \'til iability uf lhc !)tuck lcllllnS of lit~: t\\0 tjpcs ur 
companies. The study revealed a high return variabilit} associateJ \\ith the early 

reporting firms and low return variabilit} associated with less timet} liuns. The study 

focused on stock returns after the earnings mmouncement. 

Zeghal examined the etTects of timeliness on information content of interim and annual 

reports in 1984. lie used two samples selected from companies listetl on the NYSE and 

American Stock Exchange. I lis tinding confirmed the h} pothcsis that accounting reports 

with shorter delay ha\'C a higher informational content thunlllllSC \\ith Iunger ucla}. 

Zcghal added that the major goal of accounting information in an efficient market is to 

adjust the expectations of imcstors if ncccssc.uy. J\ uday in releasing the information 

increases the uncertain!) associaleu '' ith imcstors decisions hence decisions may be non 

optimal or delayed. This finding concurs \\ ith findings of Beaver ( 1968) and Davis 

( 1968). 

In his stuuy of the rd.ttionship bct\\Cen c01pumtc al!r ibutcs anti timdrncss of annual 

reports of companies listed at tlw NSI·. I ishenga ( 1989). found evidence that there is a 

tendency for less profitable companies to delay in rcplllling. In this research timeliness 

was defmed as the time lag occurring hct\\Ccn tht: balanct: sheet date .mtl the earnings 

announcement date. 
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In I QC)2 'acl iuri carried out an invec;tiPation into the relationship between selected 

corpomtc auditor att1ibutes and the timclinc:o;s uf annual reports of companies listed in 

l\SL. She found out that auditing firms per sc arc not dctcnninants of reporting lag. 'I his 

opl!nec.l up this area of timclim:ss ami po:,siblc cau:.c of reporting dcla) for further 

research gi,cn the tcscarc:h unl) IUicJ out auuiting li11ns as n pussihk c:nu ·c of reporting 

lolg. 

An empirical test on the inlornwtion content uf annual reports and account~ of companies 

lish.:u in the NSI· \\\IS dum: h) Omligo in JIJ'15. I he stud) \\:tS h;l\l·d 1111 a :-;amph.: of IN 

blue chip companies and the ft>cus was on the behavior of share prices before and after 

the release of the annual rl'JWrlS. The stuJy concluded that on mcragc. the annual reports 

of sampled companies had no information content during the period of stud). One 

possible explanation of the linuing is that the in,·cstors ma) he in a pusition to predict 

earnings such that the share prices before the earnings announcement have already 

adjusted to most of the: inlo11nation contaim.:d in the fotth wming annual reports. ·1 his 

can onl) be confi1m~d hy a n:~carch un an unc~pcctcd sh:uc pricc:s changes during the 

period shortly prcccdmg the earnings announcement date:. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 The population 

The population \\as based on all companies listed in the 'airobi stock exchange that have 

been listed in the NSE for over five years form 1996 to 200 I. This being the most recent 

period it is believed that the results based on the period reOects the current developments 

in the stock market. The five year period chosen is in consistence with most researches in 

other capital markets like Beaver ( 1988), Pettit (1972), and Kross ( 1988). In Kenya 

Kiweu ( 1990) and Parkinson ( 19987) also used a five year period in testing the efficiency 

of the capital market. 

3.2 Sample size 

Even though a census \\as more appropnate for the study, majority of the compames 

listed in the stock market did not qualtfy for inclusion in the sample due to the data 

necessary for the required analysis. The data requirement was therefore used as a 

screening procedure for selecting the sample. 

Data requirement: 

To quali fy a company must at least have 

i. Been listed for 5 years from 1996-200 l. 

11 . Annual reports and accounts and the announcement dates available for the 

period of the study. 
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111. Daily stock prices for at least I 00 days preceding the earnings announcement 

dates. 

The above screening procedures reduced the population of 53 companies to a sample 

of only 19 firms. This sample size is almost the same as the sample size used by 

Ondigo in 1995. llowever only eight of the companies in his research sample 

qualified to be included in this research as most of them had missing data. In 

choosing the sample, 1t was important to select companies that are actively traded. 

Thos is not only because they have the data required but more important was the fact 

that they are the most watched securities in the NSE and investors would certainly 

react relatively fast to important information about the companies whether obtained 

through public announcement or through investors own intuition. 

3.3 Data collection 

Secondary data was used for the research. The followmg data was collected from the 

NSE secretariat: 

i) Annual earnings for the sample companies and dates of earnings 

announcement and dividends declared. 

ii) Daily stock prices for the selected companies. 

iii) Daily NSE 20 share index for the research period. 

The annual earnings and dividends were obtained from the annual reports and 

accounts of the sample companies Oates of earnings announcement which in this 
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research means the day the reports is publici) announced cithcr through the media or any 

other means could not be obtained hence the di\'idend announccmcnt dates \\ere taken as 

the earnings rumounccment dates. "l his is because in Ken) a mo:..t companics 

annow1cements and especially di.,idends arc contained m the imcrim or audited annual 

reports. 

3.4. Data analysis 

All the companies selected were first classified as reporting carl) or late. The 

classification \\las based on the expected earnings armouncemcnl dates and actual 

announcement dates. Companies that rumounced their reports bdurc the expected 

announcement dat~s ''ere dassilicd .1s rcpurting early whik thu~c that announced their 

earning reports after the announcement Jatcs had passcJ ''en.: categorized as rcportrng 

late. 

There are two methods th.ll can bc ll'>l'd tu l.tkulatc thl· c~pcucd annuurll:cmcnt date: 

I . Random walk: 

1'1 
2. Mo\'ing a\'cragcs E(Lagi1) = Lagit·l - .i L_( l ag ,,.j-Lagir-j-1 ) 

N J•t 
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\\'here: 

E (Lag.,) = Expected number of days bet\veen the financ1al year-end and thl! earnings 

announcement date in period t. 

Lagit = Actual number of days bet\veen the fmancial )Car-end and the cammgs 

announcement date of finn i in period t. 

N = Number of accounting periods used in the estimation process. 

Kross ( 1982) contends that the first method is biased and can lead to classifying a firm as 

a reporting late or early for t\vo consecutive years. For example if a firm reported very 

late in 2000 relative to the preceding year, model (1) would recognize this finn as 

reporting early in 2001 unless year 200 I announcement was made even later than 2000. 

Model (2) mitigates this bias and hence it has been chosen for this study. 

Expected earnings of the sample were generated using the model. 

E (Nit)= NI t-1· .................................................................. (3) 

Where; 

E (Nit)= Expected net income at timet. 

NI t-1 = the actual net mcome in the previous period. 

= time period in years. 

In developed markets there are investments analysts who are able to forecast corporations 

earnings. Since these services are not available in Kenya. the model above was used to 
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generate the expected earning . I he expected camings for the ) c.tr in stud) \\ere 

compan:d with the actual c<unings to clnssil) a cornpan} as reporting had or good nC\\S. 

Jlus classilication is based llll the assumption that investors ''ill look l(u \\ttrd to a better 

n:sull than in the pn.:\'ious ) car hence :til) thing less than pre\ iuu'i ) cats caming is bad 

ne\\S 1 his model \\'35 used by llall ami Bro\\ n in 196R in their tud) of timeliness and 

information content of accounting numbers. 

Using the actual reporting date anJ the estimated reporting thttc. the actual earnings and 

the estimated eamings companies \\crc classitied as either reporting late or carl) and as 

reporting bad nC\\S or good ne\\S for cuch period of study. FH.:ry tunc a company 

qualified to be included in the sampk ( irrl·spccti\'c of the )Car 1 an obscnation \\US 

1 

counted. In total there were 9'\ ohscavations (sec tabll· •1.1 ). 1\ l'hi-squ:ue (~C) test \\:IS 

used to determine whether there is any systematic relationship bct\\CCn the type of IIC\\S 

(good or bad) and thc timing of anmnur~cment (cady or latt.• I 

3.5 Effects of late rcpCirting un ~ tncl( rctluw •. 

To achie\ e the second objecti \'C dai I y stuck returns of each comp.lll) in each year and the 

e\pected returns during the same pcriml "cr c calculated lor •' period of 21 da) em l·t ing 

10 days preceding the unnouncemcnt datl· anJ 10 Ja)S nltea the .tnnourKcmcnt. I hen: 

ha\e been no COilSJSh~llC) in the lllllllher or da~ s used Kwss ( l CJXX) liSl'd II day per ind in 

a Similar rc:.ea1ch \\hik Ondigo ( J<><J5) used 17 da~s. Othl'l acsc:uchcs ha\c used llrore 

~1ar1 21 day-. 1 he re:-ct.ucher u~eJ .21 da) s <t an ~1\ cmgc con cnsu . ·nrc mar kct model 



\\ilS used to calculate expected returns. The expcdcd returns \\Crc compared , .. ith the 

to de~.; 

ER =a + b R II I I mt ..................... . .. . . (4) 

\\'here. 

In II lit,· \''\Ill'\ lnll \'111111 Ill '•\'\' Ill il) I iu I'' Ill HII 

Rmt =Return of market portfolio in period t N~f 20 share index \\as used. 

a, & hj me mm kct mudd paramcll't s . 

Return of the market portfolio ''as obtained b\ : 

Rmt = l\1 11 - 1\tl!!:.l ............... ...... ................... ......... ............................. (5) 

Mn·l · 

I\larket index in day t. 

I\larket index in day t-1. 

Tile market model parameter::. lor e' ct y wmpany in C\ 1..'1 ~ ~ c,u ol stud) was estimated 

by a regression analysis using sh:m· prices of the sampll! companies and the market 

return::. for thl! I 00 dn) s period l!nding II da) !i bdorc the l!Uilling announcement d.ttl!. A 

similar research done by Kross (llJ82) on l\IYSE used :!00 da)s to estimate the market 

model parameters but this \\as nm approptrate in NSr since many companies that do not 

tr:lde acti\ch \\'Ould ha,·e been c~cludcd in this rcscmch 'I he market nwtld ''as uscJ br . . 

Bea, cr( 1968 ). Kross ( 1982) • nd Ond igo t 19Y5 ). I he model ha al u been suppmtcd for 
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researches on residual analysis. " The market model is not subject to Rolls critique where 

as the empirical market line and CAPM are. Thus residual analy:,is that employ:, CAPM 

or empirical market line rna} be subject to criticism" Copeland ( 1987). 

Adjustments was done where there was a rights or bonus issue of shares. The formulae 

below were used. 

And 

y = 

Where: 

= 

MPOS = 

SPNS = 

N = 

y = 

= 

MPOS - SPNS: Ondigo (1995). 
N+l 

CBp (1 - _I_ ) 
1+2 

: Kiweu (1991). 

Estimated value of right issued on share I in day l. 

cum right market price per share of the outstanding shares. 

subscription price for the new issue of a sufficient number of 

shares. 

number of rights required to purchase one new share. 

drop in the price of security i. 

cum bonus price. 
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Actual returns were calculated using the model 

= f2- P1 + Div ................................................ (5) 
Po 

Where:-

R,1 = Actual returns of company i in period t 

Po= Price at the beginning of the day 

P1 - Price at the end of the day 

Di\ = Dividend. 

The residual returns (Abnormal returns) for each company in each year of study was 

calculated as: 

Restdual Returns (RR) = R11 - ER11 

A non-parametric analysis of variance using F test and Mann Whitney U test was used to 

assess the significance of the difference of abnonnal returns of firn1s that report early and 

finns that report late. 
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CHAPTER4 

4.0 RESEARCH FTh'DI~GS 

4.1 Timing of earning announcement and kind of ne~s. 

The companies were cross tabulated using the four categories as early reporting firms, 

late reporting firms, companies reporting good news and companies reporting bad news. 

This \\as done by comparing the actual profit earned with the expected profit to classify 

the earnings as good or bad ne\\S and then comparing the actual reporting date with the 

expected reporting date to classify a firm as reporting early or late. The results of this 

tabulation are provided below. 

Table 4.1: Cbi square cro s tabulation. 

I Good news Bad news I Ro\\ Totals 

Earlier reporting firms 30 

Late reporting 21 

Column Totals 51 

Degrees of freedom: I 

Chi-square calculated: 0.038252. 

Critical value: 3.841. 

25 55 

19 40 

44 95 
I 
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The results show that the calculated statistic is within the critical value. Thus we fail to 

reject the null hypothesis and conclude that there is no systematic relationship between 

timeliness in reporting and the kind of news reported by companies. 

4.2. Effects of late repor ting on stock returns. 

The actual and expected returns for each of the 21 days surrounding the earnings 

announcement dates was calculated for each company in every year of the study. The 

market model parameters were estimated for each company in each year of study by 

regressing the actual stock returns of sample companies against the market returns. 

The cumulative average residuals of the late reporting and early reporting companies 

were calculated for each day of the window period using the formula: 

= 1!:&1 + 8:&2 + ••••• ••••••••••+ RRcN 
--~ ......... 

N 

Where: 

CAR. = Cumulative average residual (of early or late n.:poning firms) at timet. 

RRc, = Residual return of observation c l in time t. 

= Window period in days ( -10 to + 10). 

N = Number of observations. 55 for early firms and 40 for late firms. 

CN = An observation. Every time a company qualified to be included in the 

sample, there was one observation. 
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Table 4.2: C umulathe aHrage residua ls for earl) and late reporting firm 

- -- -DAY LATE REPORTIJ\G EARLY REPORTING 

FIRMS (N = 55) FIRMS (N 40) 

-10 -0.05062 -0.06576 

-9 -0.05225 -0.02980 

-8 -0.04312 -0.06819 

-7 -0.0414 -0.04322 

-6 -0.04303 -0.08994 

-5 -0.04596 -0.03307 

-4 -0.04050 -0.08355 
--

-3 -0.05167 -0.05870 

-2 -0.05335 -0.10097 

-I -0.02860 -0.07442 

0 -0.03644 0.02894 
-

I -0.05237 -0.05490 

2 -0.03981 -0.02232 
-

3 -0.04418 -0.07912 

4 -0.04088 -0.03044 

5 -0.06242 -0.07053 

6 -0.04844 -0.01050 
- -

7 -0.04209 -0.06549 

8 -0.05578 -0.08415 

9 -0.03548 -0.01662 

10 -0.0565 -0.06839 
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Table 4.3: }\.fan \Vhitne} test 

DAY u Sum of ranks I Sum Of I M-W 

of early firms ranks of (Z-Score) 

(Rl) I late firms 

(R2) 

-10 1099 2530 1841 0.30 

-9 1161 2592 1 1779 0.78 

-8 1099 2530 11841 0.30 

-7 1151 2582 1789 0.71 

-6 1046 2477 1894 -0.1 1 

-5 
I 

1127 2558 1813 0.52 
·-

-4 1075 2506 1865 0.12 

-3 11 14 2545 1826 0.42 

-2 1025 2456 1915 -0.27 

-1 1049 2480 189 1 -0.09 

0 1076 2507 1864 0. 12 

II 1171 2602 1769 0.86 

12 1062 2493 1878 0.02 

3 1104 2535 1836 0.34 

4 1 146 2577 1794 0.67 

5 1114 2545 1826 0.42 

6 1078 2578 1793 0.68 

7 1091 2509 1862 0.14 

8 1083 2522 1849 0.24 

9 1213 25 14 1857 0. 18 
·-r--

110 2644 1727 1.19 

Z Critical at 95°1o confidence level - 1 .96. 

In all the days Z is not significant. 
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Table 4.4: F Test. 

DAYS Test Statistic 

- 10 0.0001 

-9 0.5806 

-8 0.0001 

-7 0.0010 

-6 0.0991 

-5 0.4836 

-4 0.0619 

-3 0.0001 

-2 0.3554 

-1 0.0001 

0 0.0000 

1 0.0000 

2 0.2124 

3 0.0088 

4 0.1050 

5 0.0012 

6 0.0153 

7 0.0000 

8 0.0522 

9 0.0279 

10 0.6019 

The results of the F test also shows that the residual returns of the mo amples \\ere 

not sigojficantly different. 
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CHAPTERS 

5.0 SUMMARY, CO CLUSIO S AND RECOM~IENDA TIO' . 

5.1 Summary and interpretation of findings 

The first objective of thi s research was to find out whether finns having bad earnings 

report latter than finns with good earnings. The Chi Square test perfonncd imhcated no 

systematic relationship between a fmn's earning (whether good or bad) and the timing of 

the release of the annual reports. This implies that companies quoted at the "\ L do not 

deliberately delay the announcement of poor results, an indicatton that there may be other 

factors explaining the delay in reporting. 

The findings of thi s study tend to contradict early researches done on time lag. A similar 

study conducted by Kross (1982) on companies quoted at NYSl· concluded that poor 

earnings news have a tendency of being delayed by the management .In Kenya, I ishenga 

(1 989) did an investigation on time lag and the certain corporate attributes. One of the 

attributes tested was relative profitability and time lag .The results supported the theory 

that bad earnings news is delayed. However Lishenga defined timelessness as the lag 

occurring between the balance sheet date and the date of release of the annual reports. 

This is materially different with the definition adopted in this study. 
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5.1 Test of returns around earnings announcement dates 

None of the two tests of significance conducted in each day surrounding the earnings 

announcement date was significant. Both the analysis of variance using F test and Man 

Whimey U test conducted at 95% level of significance proved that the residual returns of 

the late and early reporting firms were not significantly different. Thus \~C fail to reJect 

the null hypothesis and conclude that the performance of companies in the NSI- is not 

affected by the timeliness of earnings announcement. 

The result of the tests implies that the investors in Kenya do not react negatively to delay· 

in reporting. This goes against comentionaJ knowledge and IS also unlike the behavior of 

investors in other capital markets. The behavior can partly be attributed to the fact that in 

Kenya annual reports and accounts have no information content (Ondigo, 1995). 

Ho,.,·ever it is also important to note that the study covered a period when the Kenyan 

economy was experiencing a depression and the economic growth was less than 2°/o. 

Thus the investment activity and performance of the companies is expected to have been 

low. This might have affected the stock returns of the quoted companies hence 

influencing the results. 

Another implication of the findings touches on the efficiency of the capital market. 

Researches done by Ondigo and Parkinson in 1995 and 1987 indicated that thcre is 

evidence to support that the NSE is inefficient in the semi strong fonn and hence the 

share prices could be taking too long to reflect the delay in reporting in the share pnces. 
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Researches done by Omosa ( 1989) and Kiweu ( 1991) did not support the u. e of a~set 

pricing models in the Kenyan capital market contrary to the market model used in this 

study, which assumes a linear relationship bet\'-een securities returns and return on the 

market portfolio. Omosa concluded that the selected asset pricing models (Arima models. 

Capital Asset Pricing Model and Capitalization of Earnings Per Share (EPS) were not 

good predictors of share prices on the NSE. Kiweu also contends that it is not possible to 

develop a model that could be used to predict the share prices of companies quoted at 

NSE. Thus the findings of this research are limited to the extent the market model can 

predict future prices of the quoted companies. 

5.3 Limitations of the study 

The study used market model to calculate expected returns. Even though the regression 

was carried out using share prices for 100 days which is fairly high and expected to give 

a fairly reliable estimate of the market model parameters, the applicability of the model 

and its accuracy is sometimes limited as it suffers from measurement errors that may 

occur in the coefficients which vary systematically with the test statistics. This can easily 

lead to wrong results of the tests. 

Despite the limitation of the market model there was also a problem with availability of 

data. The researcher intended to carry out a census of the companies that have been listed 

during the research period. Daily stock prices of these companies, the earning 

announcement dates and the daily NSE 20 share index for the study period was required. 

The information was not easily available for all the companies hence only 19 companies 
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were sampled. Companies whose daily share prices for the 100 days used in 

detennination of the market model parameters could not be obtained and those whose 

share prices for the research window days were missing could not be included in the 

sample. The dividend announcement dates were taken as the earnings announcement 

dates hence it was not easy to get the announcement dates of companies that did not 

declare dividend in a particular year. 

5.4 Suggestions for further Research 

There are three different definitions of timelessness (time lag) in reporting as given in 

chapter one of this study. The current research used the definition of timelessness as the 

difference between the actual reporting date and the expected reporting date. Other 

studies that may shed light in this area can be done using the definition of timelessness as 

frequency of reporting or the time lag /reporting delay after the financial year end (the 

research done by Lishenga did not focus on the effects of time lag on stock returns). The 

results of these researches could be compared to reach a consensus. 

It has been noted earlier in this study that the market model parameters suffers 

limitations, which could easily affect the results of the tests. This limitation can be 

overcome by using other asset pricing models e.g. capital asset pricing model (CAPM). A 

similar research covering this sam e time frame but using different models for estimating 

the expected returns may be done in future to corroborate the findings of the current 

research. 
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Lastly, many companies are now issuing interim unaudited reports in addition to the 

annual repots and accounts. It will be important to carry out a similar rc. carch u ing 

interim results to determine whether the interim results have more infonnation content 

than the annual reports hence rendering the annual reports not useful to investors. 
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APPENDIX 1: LIST OF SAMBLE C0:\1P "IES A:"iO THEIR CODE . 

CO:\IPA.~Y 

I ~A TION MEDIA GROUP 

2.;-.lATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CREDIT BANK 

3.KENY A POWER AND LIGHTING COMPANY 

4.TPS SERENA 

5.UCHUMI SUPE.R!\1AKERTS 

6.BAMBURI CEMENT COMPANY 

7.BRITISll AMERICAN TOBACCO 

8.BARCLA YS BANK OF KENYA 

9.CFCBANK 

I O.DIAMOND TRUST OF KENYA 

li.FIRESTONE KENYA LTD 

12.JIOUSING FINANCE COMPANY 

13.EAST AFRICAN BREWERIES LIMITED 

14.JUBILEE INSURANCE LIMITED 

15.1CDC fNVESTMENT 

16.KENYA COMMERCIAL BANK 

17.STANDARD CHARTERED BANK OF KENYA 

18.KENYA AIRWAYS 

19.TOT AL K.ENY A LCMITED 
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CODE 

"J\1G 

IC 

KPLC 

TPS 

UCHUMI 

BAMBURI 

BAT 

BBK 

CFC 

DTK 

FIRESTONE 

IIFCK 

EABL 

JUBILEE 

ICDCI 

KCB 

STANCHART. 

KE AIR 

TOTAL 



APPENDIX 2: EARNINGS AN OUNCEMENT DATES. 

COMPA?\Y 1997 1998 1 1999 2000 2001 

I NMG 10 APRIL ) 3 APRIL 15 APRIL 13 APRIL 24APRIL -
c 

I ~IC ?MARCH 19MARCH 2MARCH 6MARCII - I MARCi l 
~ - - -
KPLC 11 NOV. 70CT. 30 SEPT. 140CT. 20 ocr. 

1TPS 1 MARCH 6MARCH 24 APRIL I 29MARCH 4 FEB. 

LCHUMI 90CT. 16 ocr. 270CT. I 260CT. 300CI'. 

I BAMBURI 19 FEB. 18FEB. 18 FEB. 28 FEB. 27 FEB. 

I BAT 
- · 

12 FEB. 11 FEB. 15 FEB. 28 FEB. ~ J·l·ll. 
BBK 28 FEB. 19 FEB. 16 FEB. 15 FEB. 13 FEB. 

CFC 29 APRIL 23 MARCH 20 MARCil 15 MARCH 19 MARCil 
- · -

DTK 25 MARCil 30 MARCH 121 MARCH 13 MARCil 15 MARCil 

FIRESTONE 19 FEB 20 FEB. 19 FEB. 18 FEB. -i 16FEB. 

HFCK 28 FEB. 12 MAR. 15 FEB. 14 FEB. 1 19 FFB. 

EABL 2 SEPT. 17 SEPT 16 SEPT. 4 SEPT. 3 SI PI' 

JUBILEE 6APRJL 12MARCH 9 APRIL 12APRIL - 10APRIL -

ICDCJ 16 SEPT. 17 SEPT. 28 SEPT 27 SEPT. 2AUGUST 

KCB 12 MARCH 8 APRIL ?MARCH llMARCH 23 FEB 

ST A.""\ CIIAR T 27 FEB 24FEB 1 MARCH 23 FEB 22MARCil 

TOTAL ?MARCH 3 MARCH 122 MARCH I 29MARCH 9MARCII -

KENAlR 14 JULY 2JULY 2JULY 30JULY 2 FEB 

SOURCE: COLLECTED FROM NSE'S LJST OF CORPORATE ACTIONS. 
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APPENDIX 3: PROFIT I (LOSS) OF SA 'II'Ll-. {.Oi\11' \'\ II " f"'j IHHI 'SIIS. 
---
t9n I (}lJ8 1999 :woo 2UO I 

NMG 284.300 - -3 15,900 249.800 203.1 ()() 256.700 

NIC 398.56 1 
-

3 10,709 100.828- J 12J5X 253.8]41 

KPLC 1.215,000 1.347.000 1.305.000 1.0(>9.912 2.876.711 

TPS 45,314 - -· 57.362 79.336 83.052 96.706 

UCllUI\11 224.948 312.612 243.389 282.670 89.198 

BAM BURl 780.000 568.000 630.000 289.000 731.000 

BAT 634.049 1,123.274 1.237.398 582.710 604.109 

-- -
2.254.000 --p.OhX.OOO BBK 2.6n.ooo 3.000.000 2.955.000 

CFC 258.012 139.186 189.304 
-· -

llJ1.642 141.392 

DTK 158.322 206,564 104,224 163.574 40,9j~ 

- - 1- ~ 

3~3.(~ FIRF<;;TONF 670.:;21 612.1)/ 390.282 29? JX4 

- -~ fs2.~~3 ( IX1.724)-HFCK 297.127 285.734 70.682 

-
1.~3-LUC>U-

f-
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